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ConflictResolutionAmong Peaceful Societies: The
Cultureof Peacefulness
BRUCE D. BONTA
GeneralReference Section, PennsylvaniaState UniversityLibraries
The literatureabout 24 peaceful peoples was examined to determineif their ways of conflict resolutiondiffer
from the approachesto conflict found in other, more violent, societies. While the strategiesfor managingconflicts employed by these peoples are comparableto those used in many other small-scale societies, their worldviews of peacefulness and the structuresthey use to reinforcethose world-views do distinguishthem from other
societies. Severalcommon notions aboutconflict and conflict resolutionthatareassertedby Westernscholarscan
be questionedin light of the success of these societies in peacefully resolvingconflicts:namely,that violent conflict is inevitable in all societies; that punishmentand armed force prevent internaland external violence; that
political structuresare necessary to preventconflicts; and that conflict should be viewed as positive and necessary. The contraryevidence is thatover half of the peaceful societies have no recordedviolence; they rarelypunish
other adults (except for the threatof ostracism);they handleconflicts with outside societies in the same peaceful
ways that they approachinternalconflicts;they do not look to outside governmentswhen they have internaldisputes; and they have a highly negative view of conflict.

1. Introduction
And forgive us our trespasses
As we forgive those who trespass against us.

From 'The Lord's Prayer'

Nyam, the articulateson of a formerheadman,
had been accused of planting durian trees on
lands that traditionallybelonged to others. In
recent years the Semai, peaceful aboriginal
people who live in the rugged mountainsof the
Malay Peninsula, have been harvesting durian
fruitand packing it out to the roadwhich comes
up fromthe lowlands, so they can sell it and buy
the consumergoods that have become essential
to them - tobacco, machetes, radios, and so
forth. Planting trees on other propertiesthreatened and angered Nyam's neighbors, some of
whom belonged to different families. Tensions
were mounting.
Tidn, the headmanof the village affected by
Nyam's actions, recognized the potential for
conflict so he convened a becharaa', a proceeding which the villagers use to try to resolve disputes. Nyam and his relatives were invited to
attendto discuss and settle the matter.Since his
land also had been invadedby Nyam, Tidn was
a party to the dispute; he invited Entoy, headman from a nearby valley, to preside over the
becharaa'. Nyam arrivedneardusk at the Semai
village.
Conversation was casual, as everyone was

well acquaintedand was generally familiarwith
the nature of the conflict. Nyam, a picture of
studied indifference, talked animatedly with
various people. After a while, the villagers
gatheredin a circle and the formal discussions
began with preliminaryspeeches about the importanceof settling the disputebefore it got out
of hand. Each of the partiesto the conflict gave
his version of events,justifying his actions in an
unemotionalmanner.Nyam denied some of his
trespasses and sought to rationalize others.
Speakersadvancedtheir points of view, but no
one acted as witnesses except for the principals
in the case; there was no directconfrontationor
cross-examination.The speeches went on and
on, with people frequently talking past one
another and not answering the comments of
others.
When no one had anything more to say points had been emphasizedand re-emphasized
until all were exhaustedfrom the proceedingsthe becharaa' was readyto be concluded.It was
obvious to everyone that Nyam's actions were
wrong,but the consensuswas thathe could keep
and use the trees that he had already planted,
thoughhe mustplantno more. Entoycould have
levied a small fine on Nyam but everyone felt it
was more importantfor the group to keep its
harmony than to treat the guilty party too
roughly. Entoy lectured the assembled people
on the importance of their tradition of unity,
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peacefulness, sharingfood, and not fighting.He
made it clear to all that the matter had been
completely settled and that no one was allowed
to bring it up again (Robarchek, 1977, 1979,
1989).
Contrastthat scene reportedin the anthropology literaturewith a comparableone from the
legal proceedings of Pennsylvania. For two
years CharlesPetermanleased 115 acres of farm
land in Columbia County, Pennsylvania,but a
crop of winter wheat which he plantedthe second fall could not be harvestedbefore the lease
expired the following April. Late the next
spring, Petermantried to harvesthis grain anyway, despite being warnedaway by the agent of
the owner;when he continuedto enterthe land,
the agent had him arrested. The matter soon
reached the Court of Quarter Sessions in the
county seat of Bloomsburg, where Peterman
was found guilty of criminal trespass. He appealed his conviction to the SuperiorCourt of
Pennsylvania,which reversed the ruling of the
lower court (Commonwealth v. Peterman,
1938).
The ways that conflicts are handled in
Pennsylvania courthouses differ significantly
from the approachesthe Semai take with their
becharaas', though the lattermay have a superficial resemblance to American trials: The
Semai are most concerned with resolving conflicts peacefully, while Americansare primarily
focused on fulfilling justice. Everyone in the
Semai village knows the partiesto a conflict and
are already familiar with the facts; if a case in
Pennsylvaniagoes to a formaljury trial, the jurors must have no previous knowledge of the
parties or the case. The parties to a conflict in
the US usually hire attorneysto presenttheir arguments aggressively; the Semai present their
own positions without confrontationor aggressiveness. Near the conclusion of the proceedings, the Pennsylvaniajudge explains the legal
issues to the jury and tells them thattheir role is
to decide the truthof what happened;the Semai
headmanlecturesthe whole village on the overriding importanceof the peaceful resolution of
the conflict. Punishmentis the normal conclusion of the US trial; it is relatively unimportant
to the Semai. And finally, at the end of the
becharaa', the Semai headman prohibits any
further consideration of the case, since it has
been thoroughlyresolved; the Pennsylvaniacit-

izen is free to appeal his conviction, as
Peterman did.2The importantpoint in the US
courtroom is winning; the major issue for the
Semai is resolving the conflict, removing the
emotions from the parties to the dispute, and
reaffirmingcorrect,peacefulbehavior.The lives
of theirchildrenand grandchildrendependon it,
they believe (Robarchek,1977, 1979, 1989).
While these brief, simplified sketches represent only a couple of the many ways that
societies resolve disputes,they do illustratefundamentaldifferencesin perceptionsof conflicts,
resolution of disputes, and tolerance for violence.3 The Semai are among more than 40 societies that have evolved highly peaceful
lifestyles, that rarely if ever resort to violence;
US citizens are among the thousands of societies that do use violence, if need be, to settle
their differences. The processes of settling disputes in the USA, such as the jury trial, are
based on assumptionsabout conflict that differ
from those of the peaceful societies. The goal of
this article is to explore those differences. The
basic issue is to gain an understandingof why
dozens of peaceful peoples are able to resolve
conflicts nonviolently virtually all the time,
while the rest of the world is not so successful.
As the examination of conflict resolution in
these small-scale societies proceeds, one fundamental fact emerges: the peacefulness of their
conflict resolution is based, primarily,on their
world-views of peacefulness- a complete rejection of violence. That argumentmay appearto
be circular,but a careful look at conflict resolution in those societies seems to supportit.
In contrast, the Western world-view boils
down to an acceptance of the inevitability of
conflict and violence. Peace and conflict studies,
for Westernscholars, is frequentlya process of
understandingthe reasons for conflict, and the
study of conflict resolution often focuses on
strategies for preventing and resolving disputes.4Some of the majorfacets of Westernbeliefs that will form a frameworkfor this essay
include the following concepts:(1) All societies
have violent conflict and warfare (Boulding,
1962; Deutsch, 1991; Knauft, 1987); (2) punishment deters internal conflicts and violence
(Greenawalt, 1983); (3) the threat of armed
force helps prevent external conflicts and violence (Brown, 1987; Ceadel, 1987); (4) conflict
is best managed through reliance on political
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structures such as governments (Boulding,
1962, p. 324); and (5) conflict has manypositive
functions,and as long as it is managedproperly
it should be viewed as normal, reasonable,
beneficial and helpful (Augsburger, 1992;
Deutsch, 1973), or at least neitherdesirablenor
undesirable(Nader, 1991; Ross, 1993b).
The purposeof this investigationis therefore
to examine conflict and conflict resolution
among the peaceful societies and to compare
them with the correspondingWestern beliefs.
Since much of the literatureof conflict resolution is based on the experiences of the thousands of relativelyviolent societies, a balanceis
needed from the perspective of peaceful peoples. In this paperI attemptto show thatconflict
resolution in peaceful societies is founded on
overarchingworld-views that conflicts are the
exception, not the norm, and that they are
neither reasonable nor desirable. Conflicts, to
these peoples, must be avoidedas much as possible, resolved as quickly as possible, and harmony restoredas soon as possible in order for
people to live peacefully with one anotherand
with outsiders. In order to achieve nonviolent
conflict resolution in practice, individuals and
groups of people should rely on themselves to
settle disputes within their groups as well as
conflicts with other peoples; furthermore,they
should use resolution strategies that dissipate
tensions as well as settle the issues. This resolution should be achieved as much as possible
without the threatof punishment(otherthan ostracism).
Before getting to the information about
peaceful societies and the reasons they provide
a challenge to Western thinking about conflict
resolution, it is necessary to pause a moment,
define terms, and introduce some basic understandings.
2. Backgroundand Definitions
Peacefulness is a condition of human society
characterizedby a relatively high degree of interpersonalharmony;little if any physical violence among adults,between childrenand adults,
and between the sexes; workable strategies for
resolving conflicts and averting violence; a
commitment to avoiding violence (such as
warfare)with other peoples; and strategies for
raising children to adopt and continue these
nonviolent ways.5
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Apeople or a society (those termsare used interchangeably,for variety) is a group of human
beings who share a common ancestry for the
most part, who share common beliefs and cultural value systems, and who primarilylive in
the same area.
The peoples.: Evidence demonstratesthat a
modest number of societies have developed
highly, and in some cases totally, nonviolent
social systems. Several writers have provided
different,but overlapping,lists of these peaceful, peaceable, nonviolent, or low-conflict societies (e.g. Bonta, 1993; Fabbro,1978;Howell &
Willis, 1989a; Montagu, 1978; Ross, 1993a;
Sponsel & Gregor, 1994). The 24 peoples
includedin this paperare based on the 47 peaceful societies included in Bonta (1993); these 24
were selected because there is at least some
informationabout their styles of conflict resolution in the literature.Most of the societies discussed here are far from being utopias:many of
them areplaguedby the samejealousies, gossip,
resentments,and backbiting as the rest of humanity (see Robarchek, 1994, p. 195). Some
have social and cultural practices that would
repel outsiders; they vary greatly from one to
the next. The common denominatoramong all
of them is thatthey are able to resolve theirconflicts peacefully, and that they fit the definition
of peacefulness as given above. Some are6primarily hunting and gathering peoples; others
rely mostly on shifting cultivation (swidden
agriculture);others are settled farmersand are
very much a part of the modern, world-wide
tradingsociety. These 24 societies are listed in
the appendix,with a brief paragraphdescribing
each one.
Conflict is variously defined by scholars.
Some think of it in economic terms, such as 'a
phenomenon that necessarily implies scarcity'
(Padilla, 1992, p. 256), or as an 'incompatibility
between the preferencesor goals of two or more
parties' (Schmidt, 1993, p. 16), or as the existence of incompatibleactivities (Deutsch, 1973,
p. 10). These definitions do not go far enough,
so conflict is defined here as: the incompatible
needs, differingdemands,contradictorywishes,
opposing beliefs, or diverging interests which
produceinterpersonalantagonismand, at times,
hostile encounters. Conflict situations thus
range from antagonistbehaviorto verbal abuse
to physical violence to, ultimately,killing.
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Conflictresolutionamong peaceful peoples is
the settlementor avoidance of disputesbetween
individuals or groups of people through solutions that refrain from violence and that attempt to reunify and re-harmonizethe people
involved in internal conflicts, or that attempt
to preserve amicable relations with external

1962; Lederach, 1991; Le Vine, 1980; Ross,
1993a and Scimecca, 1991). Since a commonlyagreed upon list of strategiesis not available, it
seemed best to look directly at the literatureon
the peaceful peoples and see what common
strategiesare suggestedthere.The following six
are suggested by the literature.

societies.

Basic understandings:A few basic understandingsmust be introducedbefore proceeding
any farther. First of all, while the peaceful
societies are quite different from one another,
they can be grouped together for this analysis
because they do shareat least one majorcharacteristic: they rarely, if ever, have violent conflicts. Also, comparingconflict managementin
widely differing cultures is risky, though Ross
(1993a) is confident that the shared features of
conflict resolution in different cultures can be
analyzed successfully. And while conflict resolution is commonly practicedby almost all societies (Sponsel, 1994), the unifying feature of
nonviolence among the small group of peaceful
peoples makes the study of their strategies and
attitudestoward peace particularlyworthwhile.
Anothercaveat:this work is not based on statistical researchabout cross-culturalpeacefulness.
Social scientists doing researchon conflict (e.g.,
Ember& Ember, 1994; Ross, 1993b) often use
statistically valid samples of cultures, such as
from the Human Relations Area Files, but this
essay does not follow that approach.It is based,
instead, on a careful examination of the literature about all 24 of these societies: a sampling
would not have served the purposes of the investigation.
3. Strategiesof ConflictResolution
The 24 peaceful societies use a variety of strategies to try to prevent, control, manage, and resolve the conflicts that do come up, such as the
Semai becharaa' that was mentioned at the
opening of this paper. An examinationof these
various strategies provides an overview of the
common processes used by these peoples to resolve conflicts, and helps set the stage for the
discussion that follows. Unfortunately,there is
no standardlisting of conflict-resolutionstrategies, which have been describedin many ways
(e.g., Takie Sugiyama Lebra, as described by
Augsburger, 1992, pp. 109-111; Boulding,

3.1 Self-restraint
The literatureexplicitly describes the ways that
the Ifaluk(Lutz, 1988), Tahitians(Levy, 1973),
Paliyan (Gardner, 1966, 1969, 1972), and
Toraja(Hollan, 1992) use variationsof self-restraintas a means of moving away from conflict
situations once they arise. (Their approach is
doubtless followed by other peaceful societies,
such as the Amish, Mennonites,and Hutterites,
though the literatureabout those peoples is not
as explicit on the subject.) These peoples feel
that heightenedemotional states lead quickly to
furthertrouble, so they actively try to dissipate
their emotions whenever a conflict seems possible. A first-stageapproachfor a Torajaindividual experiencing heated emotion is to remind
himself or herself that any open expression of
the feeling might be dangerous:the expression
of such feelings would be ridiculed,might lead
to hostile supernaturalactions, and would open
oneself to serious illness (Hollan, 1992).
3.2 Negotiation
Negotiation is often considered in a positive
light by Westernwriters(Rubin, 1994), particularly when it is broadly defined as the interaction between parties to a dispute who work
towardan agreementwithoutthe interventionof
third parties who might make compulsory decisions (Gulliver, 1979, p. 79). But the literature
on the peaceful societies, other than the
Montagnais-Naskapi (Lips, 1947), Semai
(Robarchek, 1977) and Amish (Cong, 1992),
has little to say aboutdirectnegotiationsby disputants.People in many of these societies do not
want to confront one anotherdirectly, and they
prefer indirection rather than assertion, inference ratherthan confrontation.The parties to a
conflict are encouragedto settle their problems
on an internal level, through self-restraint,but
not necessarily throughthe confrontationaltactics of direct negotiation. Other techniques are
more effective.
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3.3 Separation

At least ten of the peaceful societies separatein
order to avoid conflicts (which is equivalent to
resolving them). Clearly, walking away from a
dispute is one of the most favored ways of resolving conflicts among these peoples. Among
the Malapandaram (Morris, 1982, 1992),
Paliyan (Gardner, 1966, 1969, 1972), Birhor
(Sinha, 1972), Buid (Gibson, 1985, 1986,
1988), and !Kung(Draper,1973; Lee, 1974), individuals, including spouses, separate when a
quarrel cannot be easily resolved, and whole
communities will split apartto avoid conflicts.
The literatureabout these peoples is filled with
examples of individuals or whole communities
moving away from an area, in some cases quite
abruptly,because they faced conflicts. Among
the Toraga(Hollan, 1992) and Balinese (Howe,
1989), separations to avoid conflicts appear
from the literatureto be somewhat less permanent than among the other five peoples mentioned above. The historical literature about
some of the Western peaceful peoples - the
Amish, Hutterites,and Mennonites - makes it
clear that they moved away from domination
and conflict by stronger societies numerous
times. While they would doubtless not abandon
their communities and flee on a moment's notice because of a minor conflict, there is no
question that they might well move again if
faced with an unresolvable conflict with the
largersociety.
3.4 Intervention
Western writers on conflict resolution concentrateheavily on the importanceof third-partyintervention in disputes (Keashly et al., 1993;
Augsburger, 1992; Fisher & Keashly, 1990).
Among peaceful peoples, interventionby others
is an effective technique for resolving conflicts.
In several of these societies, such as the Ifaluk

(Lutz, 1988), !Kung (Lee, 1979), Malapandaram

(Morris,

1982,

1992),

Nubians

(Femea, 1966, 1973), Toraja (Hollan, 1992),
Zapotec (Paddock, 1976), Montagnais-Naskapi
(Lips, 1947), Paliyan (Gardner, 1966), and
Yanadi (Raghaviah, 1962) the ethic of avoiding
conflicts is so strongthat it is incumbenton bystandersto become involved in virtuallyany circumstances where controversiesthreatento become serious or where a conflict situationseems
to be developing. Among some peoples, certain
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individuals are noted as being particularly
skilled at helping defuse conflicts, but in others
the literatureindicates that any bystanderwill
step in to mediate. The common threadof these
mediatorsis their desire to get a dialogue going
- and keep the potentialcontestantstalkinguntil
the tensions are defused.
3.5 Meetings
Humor and meetings, such as the Semai
becharaa' mentioned earlier, are specific techniques used by thirdparties,but they deserve to
be mentioned separately because they are frequently used by several peaceful societies. As
with the other strategies, the purpose of the
meeting is to lessen tensions more than it is to
confront or decide, though those elements may
also be present.These meetings provide forums
for the airing of hostilities: frequently the
simple discussion of grievances is enough to
defuse problems. The meetings also serve to
containconflicts beforethey can disruptsociety,
either by minimizing issues as private rather
than public concerns, or by restrictinginvolvement in orderto allow informalmechanismsof
social control to operate. Meetings are used
heavily, as a major part of the strategy for resolving conflicts, by the Birhor (Sinha, 1972),
Buid (Gibson, 1985, 1986), Ladakhis(NorbergHodge, 1991), Zapotec (O'Nell, 1981, and
Nubians (Femea, 1973; Callender,1966).
3.6 Humor
Humor is undoubtedlya useful strategy for reducing tensions and resolving conflicts in many
societies, but it has been mentioned only a few
times in the literatureof peaceful peoples. The
!Kung (Marshall, 1976) try hard to maintaina
joking atmosphere in their camps, frequently
pointing out one another's faults in a facetious
mannerto resolve their tensions. When a leader
in a Paliyan community becomes involved in
helping to resolve a conflict, he will often use
joking or soothing to defuse the situation
(Gardner,1972). If a TristanIslanderever lost
his temper in a quarrelhe would have that scar
on his reputationfor life; people who defuse
tense situationswith jokes gain general respect
(Munch, 1945). The Inuit joke to avoid and
defuse conflicts;joking also allows them to confront problems with enough ambiguity that
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grievances can be aired without fear of provoking others (Briggs, 1994). In the past, the Inuit
had song duels to resolve conflicts in a humorous fashion before they became serious enough
to provoke violence, and to laugh off animosities and returnto friendship,or at least restraint
(Eckert& Newmark, 1980).
These strategies seem to dissipate tensions
and resolve issues effectively when conflicts do
arise in the peaceful societies. In some societies
authority figures make judgments while in
others the people decide by consensus, but the
overall effect is the same - healing, continuation
of the community, or separation.Furthermore,
the traditionalforms that those strategies take
amongthese peoples appearto be importantfactors in their success. That is, peoples are conscious of their own traditionalways of handling
problems and seem able to keep the peace in
part through the force of their traditions. For
these peoples, the ways they resolve disputes
are logical and effective - and they seem to
work. When the traditionalways are not used,
conflicts can result.For instance,the failureof a
group of Buid to follow their traditionalmeeting-style of conflict resolution (called a tultulan) on one occasion resulted in tragedy
(Gibson, 1986).
4. ConflictIs a NormalAspect of All Societies
Some scholarshave maintainedthatconflict and
violence is the normal condition of small-scale
societies, which typically rely on a superior
state authority to prevent warfare (Ferguson,
1984, pp. 19-20). Othersarguethat all societies
have to contend with violence (Knauft, 1987,
1994). The literatureon the peaceful peoples
flatly contradictsthese assertions. While violence exists in very modest amounts in some of
these societies, in others it appearsto be rareor
completely absent.
There are a few basic differencesin strategies
for resolving conflicts among these 24 societies.
Some of the ones that experienceoccasional violence use moderatelyaggressivetechniquesfor
resolving disputes, such as stylized rhetorical
speaking referredto as 'talking' by some anthropologists.When the !Kungare discussing a
contentious issue and their emotions begin to
rise, they may pour out their thoughts at a very
rapidrate- a sudden,spontaneousdiscussionby

the various people involved with the issue
(Marshall, 1976; Lee, 1979). When the G/wi
have a conflict that is threateningto escalate,
one party to the problem will talk out the difficulty to a thirdperson within the hearingof the
whole band, and the other party may answer
to a fourth, again so everyone will hear
(Silberbauer,1972). When the Temair become
too angry for mediation to work, instead of a
face-to-face confrontationthe angrypeople may
conductnight time haranguesso everyone in the
longhouse can hear without specifically naming
individuals (Roseman, 1990). These practices
allow everyone to be a party to the dispute, to
get feelings aboutan issue into the open without
provoking direct confrontations,and to settle
the contentious issues. They also save face for
all participants,a universal need according to
some (Augsberger, 1992).
On the other hand, many of the societies that
almost never experienceany violence tend to be
meek and to have world-views that advocate
meekness. For instance, the highly peaceful
Chewong, Ifaluk, Paliyan, and Semai generally
describe themselves as fearful people; the
Batek, Chewong, Paliyan, and Semai flee from
violence; and the Amish, Hutterites,Chewong,
Semai, Tristan Islanders, and Yanadi are notable for their belief in nonresistance (not
resisting aggression by the state or other individuals). But, while the most highly peaceful
peoples are strongly characterizedby a general
fearfulness, passiveness, meekness, flight from
conflict, and a belief in nonresistance,the societies which appearto take a more active role in
promotingpeacefulness do have patternsof occasional violence. Thereare elements of aggressiveness in these peoples - perhaps it could
be described as an aggressive pursuit of nonviolence in resolving conflicts.
5. PunishmentDeters Conflictand Violence
Western peoples believe that punishment is
necessary to deter crime and violent conflict.
They feel it creates fear in potential offenders
that they will suffer as a result of their actions,
and it is a just retributionfor violations of the
normal moral order (Greenawalt, 1983). It
seemed reasonableto look for evidence of punishmentin the literatureaboutthese 24 societies
to see if it is part of their conflict resolution
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practices. As it turnsout, except for the punishment that parentsin a few of these societies use
for discipliningtheir children,these peoples use
very little adultpunishment.In fact, the absence
of punishmentappearsto be one of the defining
characteristicsof a peaceful society. These peoples seem to rely on the strengthof their other
mechanisms to prevent and resolve conflicts
peacefully and effectively. The threatof punishment is not needed, except for the practiceof ostracism, a form of punishment. Ostracism is
practiced by a range of societies worldwide to
enforce social standards,accordingto Gruter&
Masters(1986, p. 149), who define it in general
terms as 'the general process of social rejection
or exclusion'. From the perspective of the
peaceful peoples, ostracism may be defined as
complete banishmentfrom the society or, perhaps less severely, as rejectionby a people of an
individual's participationin some or all of the
group's activities. The societies that use it at all
use it quite infrequently,but the possibility is always there.
Probably the most dramatic practice of ostracism in this body of literatureis the Amish
strategyof shunning.If an Amish person has a
problem accepting one of the rules of their
church, and he or she refuses to give in to the
will of the group, the individual will be ostracized by all members of the community, including the spouse, children, parents, siblings,
and friends. No one may speak to the shunned
personor handfood or othergoods to him or her
- food or other articleswill be placed on a table
for the shunnedpersonto pick up (Gruter,1985;
Hostetler, 1980). The person may continue to
live at home and try to carryon a normallife thoughthat is, of course, nearlyimpossible. The
Hutteriteshave a similar style of excommunicating members without expelling them from
their colonies (Hostetler, 1974).
A comparable example can be found in
Ladakh,where again ostracismdoes not necessarily mean the person is sent away from the
community.If someone refusesto stop provocative or offensive behavior,the lamas may cease
serving the religious needs of the individual,
which would be highly demoralizing to a
Ladakhi.No one would visit the ostracizedperson; no one would help the offenderor his family in any endeavor;no one would offer food to,
or accept food from, the individual; and there
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would be no possibilities of marriagealliances
with otherfamilies. A harshpunishmentsuch as
that could only be relieved when the offender
sought the pardonfrom the village civil and religious leaders(Norberg-Hodge,1991).
Ostracism in other societies usually means
totally excluding offenders from the group e.g., the Nubians (Fernea, 1973) - though in
some cases it is done very gently. When a member of a G/wi band does not heed the consensus
judgment of the group about a conflict, and
when he ignores the barbedcommentsof others
and does not mend his ways, the people may
have to ease the offender out. This is done not
by overt antagonism,but ratherby subtly frustrating the offender, by misunderstandinghis
wishes on purpose, by not hearing him: by, in
effect, rejectinghim withoutcausing him to feel
rejected or offended. The process prompts the
offender to feel disgusted with his life in the
band, so thathe'll leave of his own accordwithout feeling a need for revenge. Sometimes the
offenderwill find anotherbandto be more compatible and will settle into acceptable behavior
patterns.Some G/wi, of course, never adaptand
move about from band to band, acceptedby all
as individuals who have to be tolerated for a
time (Silberbauer,1972).
6. ArmiesAre Necessary To Deter External
Conflict
Many Western writers maintain that the existence of armiesand the threatof militaryforce is
the only thing that keeps the peace between
nations. States would invade one anotherconstantlyin theiregocentricdrivesto acquiremore
territory,goods, trade markets, resources, and
security, according to this argument, if it
weren't for the certaintythat the invaded state
would fight back (Brown, 1987; Ceadel, 1987).
This kind of argumentis also extendedto peaceful societies, which, it is argued,exist only in relation to, and through the sufferance of, more
aggressive neighboringsocieties. These peaceful peoples must have relativelypeaceful neighbors, live wherethey arerelativelyisolated from
attack,live where flight from attackis a reasonable option, or be much strongerthan potential
attackersso that others wouldn't dare try an attack (argument and literaturesummarized by
Ross, 1993a, pp. 66-67).
Some of the 24 peaceful societies under
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considerationhere follow this generalization,at
least superficially.The problemwith the idea is
that it views the relationshipof the nonviolent
society and the aggressive society only fromthe
perspective of the latter: the peaceful society
MUST be isolated from the strong society or it
can't exist; it MUST be able to flee quickly from
an attackby the neighboringviolent people or it
would quickly be destroyed. The literatureon
these 24 peoples and their relationships with
dominatingsocieties provides insights into this
issue of peaceful peoples getting along with aggressive peoples - and it allows the simple generalizations to be challenged. Some of the
peaceful societies fit those stereotypes but
others do not.
Clearly, a few of the 24 peoples live in very
isolated locations, such as the Ifaluk and the
TristanIslanders,who inhabit,respectively, islands in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. Other
societies, such as the Paliyan (Gardner, 1972,
1985), Semai (Dentan, 1968a), Batek (Endicott,
1988), Malapandaram(Morris, 1992), Buid
(Gibson, 1989, 1990), and Chewong (Howell,
1984, 1989) solve problemswith outsiders,particularly with more powerful outsiders,by fleeing from danger. At the first sign of conflict,
these peoples will abandon their villages and
melt back into the forest, where they may stay
for weeks or even years. But it is a mistake to
assume that their relationshipswith their more
powerful neighborsor the nations that they live
in can be characterized only by isolation or
flight from danger.They take their nonviolence
seriously - as a positive approachto humanrelationshipsand as the basis of their lives - and
avoiding conflict is only part of their logic.
Conflict resolution, such as the Semai
becharaa', is more complex and ingenious than
the simple term 'separation'would imply. The
Semai are highly committed to their peaceful
ways, and they try hardto resolve conflicts with
their more powerful neighbors, the Malay
people, nonviolently. They have been invaded,
dominated, and enslaved by the Malays for a
long time (Endicott, 1983; Robarchek,1994, pp.
192-193), but they still agonize over the dilemma of how to continueto maintaintheir own
ethic of peacefulness in the face of this domination(Robarchek,1989, pp. 916-917); they do
not easily accept the ethic of the aggressor
(Dentan, 1988).

A number of the peaceful peoples do have
frequentcontacts with outsidersand have been
able to maintain their peacefulness despite it.
The literatureon these peoples suggests that
they are able to get along with largerand more
aggressive societies. Not all conflicts with
people and government officials from outside
their societies can be avoided, of course, yet
they handle conflicts with outsidersin a similar
fashion to their handling of internalconflicts i.e., peacefully.
For instance,the anarchisticTristanIslanders
historically disliked the idea of any outside institutionalauthorityin their midst, but they have
always had a knack for resolving conflicts with
outsiders in a highly deferential,but still quite
effective, fashion. In the late 1930s an English
ministeron the Islandtriedto runthe lives of the
people in an imperious, dictatorial manner,
which the Islanders didn't care for. He established a storehouse over which he exerted
absolute control, in an attemptto bend the islanders to accepting his will. The Tristan
Islandersnever got to the point of openly confrontingthe minister,however, since they could
not endurethe strainof confrontationwith him;
they would buckle underto his will with a meek
'yes, Father', out of respect for his power and
high office. They accepted his orders if they
couldn't avoid them, to placatehim and ignored
everything else that they could get away with.
They felt that his antics in trying to run their
lives were simply part of the fun he enjoyed
being among them. Besides, they realized that
in a few years he would be replacedby another
minister who would have different ideas
(Munch, 1971).
In the early 1960s the entire population of
Tristanda Cunha was broughtto Great Britain
by the British government when a volcano on
the island threatenedto destroy the settlement.
However, when the government decided to
make the evacuation permanent,the Islanders
united for the first time in their history to express their feelings. They affirmed their belief
that people should not control the lives of
others; they agreed on a dislike for the aggression and self-assertion that they witnessed
in Britain;and they recognizedthatthe violence
in British society was too different from their
own nonviolent culture for them to tolerate.
They decided to returnto their island on their
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own. Faced with this determination,and with a
lot of criticismin the media, the Colonial Office
backed down and agreed to return them to
Tristan da Cunha (Munch, 1964). The Tristan
Islanders succeeded in resolving the conflict
with the government by confronting it in the
most unobtrusive and peaceful manner they
could figure out - by trying to find a way to get
themselves back without the assistance of the
government.
The peaceful Anabaptistpeoples that live in
North America - the Mennonites, Hutterites,
and Amish - have been persecutedfor centuries
but, like the TristanIslanders,they have triedto
settle conflicts with the larger societies in the
same spirit of nonviolence that characterizes
their internalrelationships.For instance, during
World War I draftees from these groups were
punished, beaten, and torturedin US military
prisons (Unruh, 1969; Juhnke, 1990), and civilians who refusedto contributemoney to the war
effort throughthe purchaseof war bonds were
named in local newspapers, harassed, and
physically abused by the local citizens (Juhnke,
1977). As a result of these experiences,the controversial Civilian Public Service program
(CPS) of World War II (Bush, 1990), and a
range of other factors (Toews, 1992), the basic
beliefs of most Mennonites in nonresistance
have been slowly changing. From the 1960s
through the 1980s Mennonite commitment to
'nonresistance'(taken from Matthew 5.39, 'Do
not resist one who is evil'), has changed into a
belief in 'peacemaking', the feeling that they
have a responsibility to engage the broader
American and Canadiansocieties and work actively for peace, rather than avoid outsiders
as nonresistance had previously implied
(Driedger& Kraybill, 1994; Bush, 1990; Nisly,
1989).
The two other Anabaptist peoples, the
Hutteritesand the Amish, have not developed a
spirit of engaging the larger societies of the
USA and Canadaas the Mennoniteshave done;
but they still have conflicts or the threatsof conflicts with outsidersto deal with. The Hutterite
colonies try to preventconflicts from arisingby
fostering frequent contacts with their farming
neighbors and by generous exchanges of farm
produce(Bennett, 1967). The Amish have problems resolving individual conflict situations
with outsiders since they cannot file lawsuits
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againstothers- that would violate theirbelief in
nonresistance. Business competitors, buyers,
and suppliers,knowing of that prohibition,take
advantage of them by cheating and exploiting
them (Kraybill, 1989).
Much as they say they do not deal with the
outside society, in fact the Amish have developed a patternof adjustmentsto external conflicts. Non-Amish leaders and supportersof the
Amish help them informally to resolve their
conflicts with outsiders in positions of power
and influence, sometimesthroughhelpful advocacy, sometimes through finding creative solutions to their problems. If an Amishmanwere
taken into court,he would never contest charges
and hire an attorneybecause of his belief in nonresistance, but an attorney friend might go
along, just to sit there and make sure the courts
acted fairly. The lawyer would not be paid,
but the Amish would give him some garden
vegetables or freshly baked bread. When the
Pennsylvania government passed a new state
requirementthat all teachershad to be certified
and had to meet minimum educationalrequirements, which the Amish teachers in their oneroom schoolhouses couldn't do, the Amish got
aroundthe regulationby declaringthat all their
teacherswere substitutes,and thus exempt from
the regulation. The rural Amish people have
little concern or interest in these pressures,
counterpressures,and maneuverings- they believe in nonresistance and, if necessary, migrationto avoid problems.Even their leadersdo
not frametheir advocacy in the termsof the outsiders:rather,they see their activity as 'working
things out', being helpful in resolving issues,
and liberatingofficials from their constantneed
to obey rules (Kidder& Hostetler, 1990). While
their strategies are not precisely the same as
those of the Tristan Islanders, the similarities
are striking.
Conflicts with outsiders are thus resolved by
peaceful peoples in a variety of ways, but the
conclusion from these examples is that armies,
killing, or otherforms of violence are never part
of their thinking, as they are to the rest of the
world. The non-westernpeaceful peoples likewise, such as the Yanadi (Raghaviah, 1962),
try to resolve their conflicts with outsiders in
fashions that are consistent with their overall
commitments to peacefulness. The cumulative
story is thus of peaceful peoples resolving con-
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flicts with larger, more aggressive societies
through meekness, active involvement, and attempts to resolve difficulties peacefully - in
complete accord with their world-views.
7. ConflictIs Best Managed throughPolitical
Structures
Boulding sees conflict managementas extending from the family to the tribe,to the nation,to
the superpower,to the evolving world government. 'Conflict control is government', he
writes, 'and though government has broader
functionsthanthis, conflict controlis perhapsits
most importantsingle task' (Boulding, 1962, p.
324). The literatureabout the peaceful peoples
suggests that avoiding governments may also
provide a viable model for peacefully resolving
conflicts.
In many traditional societies, people avoid
calling in outside authorities and try to settle
their internal conflicts themselves (Just, 1991;
Nader, 1991). Outside police are to be avoided
if at all possible. The peaceful societies likewise
try to keep their conflicts to themselves. The
idea that an outside government or political
structureis an essentialpartof solving theirconflicts, or would even be helpful in such situations,would be alien to these peoples. They see
governmentagencies as highly threateningand
they avoid such outsiders as much as possible
during conflicts, though there are some exceptions (Hollan & Wellenkamp, 1994).
For instance, a peaceful Zapotec town voids
having governmentofficials involved in the affairs of their community since people feel that
they would be treated much as any other
Mexican town - and they are convinced that
their town is differentfrom the rest in its opposition to violence (Paddock, 1976). Likewise,
Nubian communitiesdon't reveal serious problems to outsiders, particularly to authorities
such as the Egyptian police; they feel that the
best chance for their villages to survive is to be
ignored by authorities (Fernea, 1973). The
Amish also settle their conflicts within; an instance where an Amish man sued his own
church officials in court because he was ostracized (Gruter, 1985) was exceedingly unusual.
In fact, none of the peaceful peoples includedin
the group of 24, to judge by the availableliterature, appearto rely on interventionby outside

agencies of any kind, with the possible exception of the Mennonites,many of whom today no
longer feel the strict need to remain absolutely
separate from all government functions, particularly in Canada (Driedger & Kraybill,
1994).
In the peaceful societies, conflicts arehandled
by the individualparties to the conflict and by
the group - rarelyby outsiders.Individualsare
expected to deal with conflict situations by
walking away from them, by laughingthem off,
by displacing their feelings of anger in various
ways, by smiling and being pleasant to everyone, by actively socializing with people with
whom they may have unpleasantinnerfeelings,
and so on. Individualsshould try to solve their
problems internallyif they can.
When that doesn't work, the partiesto a conflict should resolve the issues between themselves, or, more frequently,bringthem to larger
groups of people or authorityfigures within the
society for discussion and resolution. But even
groupresolutionsof conflicts, such as the Semai
becharaa', rely on the groupto foster the dissipation of tensions so that individual, personal
controls may keep the peace. None of these societies rely on the power of people as a political
body to enforce the peace, with the sole exception of the threat of ostracism. But if the ultimate approachto resolving difficultconflicts for
Western peoples is outward,to the next larger
political or governmentalbody, as Boulding asserts, the ultimatefocus for the peaceful peoples
(and many othertraditionalsocieties) is inward,
towards individualsand the group.
8. World-viewof ConflictResolution
'Conflict is ...

inevitable in human life ....

Eliminating conflict is clearly impossible, and
likely undesirable,because of the close link between conflict and creative, constructive
change' (Augsburger, 1992, pp. 5, 21). Two
decades earlier,Deutsch (1973) expressed similar ideas, and popularwriters often reflect this
thinking: 'Conflict is a necessary part of every
marriage.... If thereis no conflict... it is a sign
that something is wrong with the marriage'
(Warren, 1995). Other scholars (e.g., Ross,
1993b; Nader, 1991), though not necessarily so
enthusiasticaboutconflict as those writers,consider it simply a culturalbehavior, and as such
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not to be judged desirableor undesirable.These
ideas reflect the predominantworld-views of
Western societies that proclaimthe ideology of
love, peace, cooperation,and generosity,but accept conflict, aggression, competition,and violence as inevitable aspects of human natureand
human societies.7 Conflict resolution, in this
view, is just a process - a strategy or series of

strategiesfor settling disputes.
Such attitudestoward conflict would not be
shared by peaceful peoples. While many of
them would recognize that conflict is a problem
at times in their societies, none would see it as
beneficial. The purposeof this section is to look
at the (mostly) positive ways these peaceful societies view their lack of conflict - their worldviews of peacefulness - and to compare those
views with the thinkingof Westernwriters.
To startwith some Westernthinking,scholars
using cross-culturaldata have sought to explain
the phenomenon of conflict and conflict resolution based on eitherthe structuralfactorsin societies or on psychological/cultural elements
(Ross 1993a, b). The social structuralanalysis
concentrates on economic, political and social
organizationas the source of conflict; the psychocultural approach focuses on deep-seated
'we-they' conceptions of human opposition.
The former argues that stronger ties, such as
kinship, will reduce conflicts, while the latter
sees ambiguity in social actions, and thus tries
to explain why some disputes are far more intense than others. Based on his own extensive
cross-culturalanalysis, Ross feels thatboth have
validity: psychoculturalfactors may determine
the intensity of a conflict, while structuralfactors may point out the targets of hostile actions
and the ways conflicts are organized.He argues
that low-conflict societies are characterizedby
both a psychocultural atmosphere of warmth
and affection and cross-cuttingsocial structures
(Ross, 1993a).
These arguments,and the impressive amount
of cross-culturaldata assembled, make a lot of
sense but are not completely supportedby the
literatureon peaceful societies. Ross's description (1993a, pp. 37-38) of the strong sense of
interpersonaltrustthat exists in low-conflict societies, with a correspondinglack of fear of isolation and abandonment, is contradicted by
Briggs's (1978, 1979a, 1987, 1991) writings on
peaceful Inuit groups, Lutz's (1985, 1988)
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descriptionsof the Ifaluk,Wikan's (1990) work
on the Balinese, and other writings about nonviolent peoples. These societies try to eliminate
expressions of anger and aggression by developing fears, anxieties, and uncertaintiesin children about other people. If others are not to be
dependedon to love them, if affection and support can never be taken for granted,the children
internalize a constant need to live up to the
society's peaceful values.
Aside from that, Ross's theory of the culture
of conflict is impressive, but his bias is similar
to other Western thinkers- that conflict is inevitable, though it can be managed better. His
choice of terminology reflects his thinking:he
frequentlyrefers to 'the cultureof conflict', the
title of one of his works (1993b); yet nowhere in
either volume does he use the phrase, 'the culture of low conflict'. Conversely, he refers to a
group of five peaceful societies as 'low-conflict
societies', but he does not refer to other, more
violent, peoples as 'high conflict' or even 'normal conflict' societies. Conflict is normative,in
this view, while the lack of conflict is the exception. Of course, the literature on a wide
rangeof peoples, such as Ross has studied,does
show that conflict is normative,and 'low-conflict' societies are the exception. But - and this
is the critical point - viewed from within the
literatureof the peaceful societies, from the perspective of those peoples, the 'high conflict' societies are the ones that vary from their norm.
Perhapsthis alternativenorm should be called
'the culture of peacefulness', or as UNESCO
has designated one of its new programs, the
Cultureof Peace (Mayor, 1995).
Conflictresolutionamongthe 24 peaceful societies, theircultureof peacefulness, is based on
more than psychoculturaland social structures:
just as significant are their world-views of
peacefulness. Gregor (1994) touches on this
when he points out that the ideologies and symbolic values that societies hold to are also critical elements in providingthe basis of a peaceful
(or a violent) society. Deutsch (1994) makes the
same point in his so-called 'crude law of social
relations', namely that 'the characteristicprocesses and effects elicited by a given type of
social relationship(e.g., cooperativeor competitive) also tend to elicit that type of social
relationship'. In other words, cooperation
breeds cooperation,competitionbreeds compe-
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tition. Likewise, Howell and Willis (1989b, p.
25), introducingthe peaceful societies included
in their anthology, conclude that these peoples
all place an emphasis 'on peaceful interaction
among the members of the society, and this
emphasis is cosmologically constructed and
morally embedded in a cosmological universe
of meaning'. The literatureon the 24 societies
consideredfor this essay shows thattheirpeaceful conflict resolution practices are fostered by
their beliefs in peacefulness, which are in turn
bolstered by the successful practices. To a
Westernanalyst, 'the goal of conflict resolution
is to shape new political and social arrangements .

.

.

' (Kelman, 1993, p. xi). To the

membersof these peaceful societies, the goal of
conflict resolutionis to maintainsocial harmony
through traditional means of prompting individuals to remember and act on their shared
beliefs.
The basic reasonfor peacefulness in these societies is thatthe people are stronglyopposed to
actual physical violence and firmly in favor of
nonviolence, in contrast to neighboring, and
sometimes very similar, communities that may
only pay lip service to the ideals of peace and
are, in actual practice, far more violent. The
peaceful peoples not only believe fervently in
their world-views of nonviolence: in general,
they have internalizedthose beliefs and adhere
to them very strictly, using primarily internal
controls to preventand resolve conflicts, as has
been discussed earlier. In other societies that
claim they have nonviolentvalues, but have not
really internalizedthem, people rely primarily
on external controls for preventingand resolving conflicts.
For instance, several scholars have written
about a Zapotec town in the state of Oaxaca,
Mexico (dubbed'La Paz'), which is much more
peaceful, and experiences a lot less violence,
than othernearbytowns.8In La Paz, violence is
never acceptable: people avoid problems with
others, deny that they have interpersonaldifficulties, and refuse to fight. By way of contrast,
in a nearby, more violent community, even
though the people talk about themselves as
having a peaceful town, they rationalize that
sometimes humans get violent and sometimes
fighting is understandable,particularlyif provoked by alcohol or sexual jealousies (Fry,
1994). The Semai, as indicatedat the beginning

of this essay, emphasize and re-emphasizetheir
shared value of peacefulness (Robarchek,
1977). Otherpeoples are highly conscious of, or
take active pride in, their peacefulness as the
definingcharacteristicof theirsocieties, e.g., the
Paliyan (Gardner, 1966), Nubians (Fernea,
1973), Toraja (Hollan, 1992), Mennonites
(Driedger & Kraybill, 1994), Malapandaram
(Morris, 1992), Tristan Islanders (Loudon,
1970), and so on. Even in those peaceful societies in which people fear their violent nature
(as they conceive it), such as the Inuit (Briggs,
1979b), stronglyheld values promotetheir nonviolence.
In addition, the point made at the beginning
of this essay can't be emphasizedtoo strongly,
that the peacefulness of these societies is not
based on utopian thinking. People such as the
Semai do not conceive of nonviolence as an
ideal they should strive for; rather,they think of
themselves as nonviolent. According to Dentan
(1968b, p. 55) the Semai would not describe
anger as bad in the abstract;insteadthey would
say, 'We do not get angry'. The practiceof nonviolence of these peoples combines theirworldviews of peace with a very realistic, pragmatic
understanding of the results of violence
(Thomas, 1994). For instance, the Anabaptist
societies and the Tristan Islanders see a constant, practical benefit to themselves in maintaining their meek, non-confrontational,peaceful relationships with each other and with
outsiders.The literatureon the peoples who live
on the fringes of Indiansociety - the Ladakhis,
Paliyan, Malapandaram,Birhor, and Yanadi emphasizes the practical ways their economic
and social structuresare integratedwith their
peacefulness.
To sum up this section, the peaceful peoples
are intolerant of internal strife; they do not
rationalize conflict and would not accept the
possibility that violence is excusable in some
circumstances. Few individuals in these societies would admit that, while they know they
should be peaceful, sometimesthey just have to
use violence - that's the way humanityis.9 To
them, other peoples are obviously violent, aggressive, and filled with conflicts and warfare;
but they themselves are peaceful and highly
conscious of it. Peacefulness is an absolute
commitmentfor them. Most of their social, religious, mythical, cultural, psychological, and
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educationalbeliefs are derived from this world- confrontingit, and resolving disputes by whatview of their own peacefulness.
ever nonviolent means possible is the highest
goal of society.
However, conflict resolution in the peaceful
9. Conclusion
societies relies on more thanjust strategiesand
Attitudesabout conflict and approachesto con- techniques. It is based on assumptions about
flict resolutionamong 24 of the earth'speaceful human relations and social patterns that are
peoples differ from those of the other societies quite different from those of modern societies.
on earth. Personal development and social life For instance, people in the peaceful societies
in the peaceful societies is based on striving for strongly believe they should avoid, and if they
- and achieving - an absence of conflicts and can't avoid then they should quickly resolve, all
violence. People in most of these societies do conflicts. They view nonviolence as absolutely
not view conflict as normal and productive,as essential to the proper functioning of their soWesternersoften do; they view it as harmfuland cieties. In contrast,Westernsocial scientists and
destructive.They avoid all types of conflicts if popular writers believe that conflict is an inthey possibly can, and if they can't they almost evitable, and to some extent productive,aspect
always resolve them quickly and nonviolently. of human societies which we must learn to
While these peoples resolve conflicts by manage effectively. The peaceful peoples settle
using techniques that other societies also use, conflicts with outsiders by using nonviolent
they emphasize certain strategies in unique strategies which are quite comparable to the
ways. For instance, direct negotiation between techniques they use for resolving internal disthe parties to a dispute, an importantapproach putes. Westernsocieties, in general, view force
in Westernsocieties, is not used too often by the and violence as a necessary,and at times justifipeaceful peoples. Instead of negotiating, most able, aspect of externalrelations.
of them rely on self-restraintto preventconflicts
Other ways that the peaceful societies conand to help people settle the disputes that do trast with the rest of the world are that they do
arise. People in many of the peaceful societies not punish those who violate social norms, expreferto avoid controversy,to walk away from cept for the occasional use of ostracism; and
conflicts, to separate families or communities they place very little reliance on political strucin order to circumvent hostilities. One-on-one tures larger than their own communities for
negotiation is too confrontationalfor many of achieving peace. The most peaceful of them
these peoples. Also, bystandersin several of the have ideologies that encourage meekness and
peaceful societies will interveneenthusiastically nonresistingbehavior.Most importantof all, the
to help resolve conflicts - a contrastto modem peacefulness in these societies - and their sucurban areas where strangersoften fear getting cess in resolving conflicts - is founded on
world-views which include nonviolence as one
involved in confrontations.
A numberof the peaceful societies dependon of the defining characteristics of humanity.
community meetings as a technique to help Their world-views are not just ideology: they
settle disputes, while Western societies settle include, and integrate,psychological, social, reconflicts by relying on formal courttrials to de- ligious, and ethical structuresthat constantlyretermine guilt or innocence, right from wrong. inforce their sharedbeliefs in living peacefully.
The peaceful community meetings exemplify The naturesof these structures,of course, vary
the importanceof preventingand resolving con- widely among all the peaceful societies.
How do the conflict-resolutionstrategiesand
flicts, while the Western belief in trials is
founded on abstract conceptions of justice. beliefs of the peaceful peoples relateto the comAlso, angry individuals in several peaceful so- plex societies of today's world? On a practical
cieties may talk out problems without specifi- level, professionals in the dispute resolution
cally addressing other people - a rhetorical field might find some of the techniquesused by
discussion of grievanceswith the communityat these societies to be applicableat times, such as
large which does not directlyconfrontthe other relying more on humor to defuse tensions, or
parties to the problems. To repeat, in these so- placing more emphasis on building up individcieties avoiding conflict is more importantthan ual restraintson hostility in conflict situations.
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But the peaceful societies exemplify a more
basic lesson about resolving conflicts without
violence. They demonstratethat peaceful conflict resolution,in orderto be an integralpartof
modern social life, must be based on a fervent
commitmentto nonviolence. If the examples of
the peaceful peoples have any validity, nonviolence has to be accepted as one of the highest
ideals, one of the most strongly accepted beliefs, of today's societies. We can gain glimpses
of a world which resolves conflicts nonviolently
through the vision provided by the peaceful
peoples: a vision of individualswho always prefer peaceful behaviorover aggression, and who
always avoid confrontation and conflict; a
vision of societies which look to their widely
varying ethical, religious, and social traditions
to supportworld-views of peace; and a vision of
humanitysuccessfully building and reinforcing
peaceful beliefs into nonviolent social lives.
UNESCO has launched a comparablevision, a
new Culture of Peace program, which seeks
ways of building nonviolent world-views
among nations (Mayor, 1995): the 24 peaceful
societies discussed here should provide inspirationand supportfor UNESCO's work.
The example of the peaceful societies cannot
be extended too far - they do not provide clear
answers to many of the complex issues of conflict in today's world. The peaceful peoples
do, however, provide a basis for understanding
successful conflict resolution and they do inspire a vision of a potentially peaceful world.
Argumentsabout the complexity of modem societies (compared to the small-scale peaceful
peoples) may try to justify conflict as inevitable,
but these are rationalizationswhich fade under
the vision of peacefulness provided by these
peoples: that humansocieties CAN be peaceful,
that people CAN build virtually fail-safe structures for avoiding and resolving conflict, that
punishmentsand armed conflicts are NOT essential for keeping the peace. The answer is for
us to build, in our societies, world-views of
peacefulness that are as strong as those of the
peaceful peoples. This is the first step.

NOTES
1. Variationof the standardtext of Matthew 6.12, used in
some Protestant churches such as the Episcopal,
Methodist,Congregational,and others.

2. I have served twice on criminal courtjuries, and I base
this descriptionof a Pennsylvaniatrial on those experiences.
3. It would be ideal to include in the rest of this essay more
descriptions of ethno-concepts such as the Semai
becharaa'; the analysis to be presented would be considerably enriched by looking at peacefulness primarily
through the languages of the peoples themselves.
Unfortunately,that is not possible: there is not enough
space to add the additionaldiscussions, and many of the
works aboutthese societies are not enrichedby that level
of detail.
4. This is not meant to demean the work of researchers
within the Westerntraditionon war, conflict, and conflict
resolution- much of it is immensely valuable. My point
is to argue for a peaceful basis of understandingconflict.
5. The definitions of 'peacefulness' and 'people' or
'society' are taken from Bonta (1993) with some updating and modifications.
6. The presenttense is used throughoutthis article for peoples discussed in the anthropological literature, even
though the informationmay or may not be current;the
past tense is used for referencesthat are from the historical literature.
7. I would define 'world-view' as a system of thoughtsand
emotions about individual, social, and spiritual life
which includes the human actions guided by those
thoughts and emotions, while 'ideology' is a system of
beliefs which may or may not influence individualacts.
8. See Bonta (1993) for a listing of the literature.
9. In some of these societies, on rareinstancesmurderersor
dangerouslyinsane individualshave been killed by other
membersof their groups.The people evidently felt they
had no other ways to handle these dangeroussituations.
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APPENDIX. TWENTY-FOUR PEACEFUL
SOCIETIES
The following list provides a brief descriptionof where and
how each of the 24 societies mentionedin this article lives.
For a full bibliographyof works describingthe peacefulness
of these societies, as well as the works of detractorswho discuss their violence, please consult Bonta (1993).
Amish.Over 100,000 Amish live in Canadaand the United
States, mostly on traditionalfamily farms in the eastern
states of Pennsylvania,Ohio, and Indiana,though many
are now engaging in small business enterprises.
Balinese. Over two million people, most of whom practice
Hindu beliefs, live on the Indonesianisland of Bali and
work as either farmersor business people.
Batek. Peoples of the mountainous Malay Peninsula who
gatherforest productsfor tradeas well as huntand gather
their food.
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Birhor. A gatheringand huntingpeople who also tradewith
other peoples in southernBihar State, east centralIndia.
Buid. Shifting agriculturalpeoples of the forestedhighlands
of MindoroIsland in the Philippines.
Chewong.A huntingand gatheringpeople of the mountainous interior, Peninsular Malaysia, who also undertake
some swidden agriculture.
G/wi. A San people of central Botswana, southernAfrica,
who used to live as hunting and gatheringnomads in the
KalahariDesert, but who now mostly work as hired laborerson ranches.
Hutterites.An Anabaptistpeople who live in colonies scattered across the plains of ruralnorthcentralUnited States
and centralCanada.
Ifaluk. A fishing and agriculturalpeople who live on a
Pacific atoll in the FederatedStates of Micronesia, near
the large island of Yap.
Inuit. The anthropologistJean Briggs has writtenmany articles and monographsabout the strategiesthat two different Inuit groups, one in the central CanadianArctic and
the other on Baffin Island, use to control anger and prevent violence from occurring.These peoples traditionally
survived on fishing and hunting,thoughthey now are part
of the cash economy.
!Kung.One of the most studied of traditionalsocieties, the
!Kung, a so-called San people, live in the boundary
area of Botswana and Namibia, in southern Africa.
Traditionallythey were nomadic gatherersand hunters.
Ladakhis. Buddhist agriculturaland pastoral people who
live south of the KarakoramRange in the northwestcorner of India,the state of Jammuand Kashmir.
Malapandaram.The Malapandaram,or Hill Pandaram,live
in the hills at the southernend of the Western Ghats in
India.
Mennonites. Nearly 400,000 Mennonites live today in
Canadaand the United States, some as traditionalfarmers
who live without much technology, much as the Amish
do, and others in quite contemporarybusinesses, trades,
and professionalpositions.
Montagnais-Naskapi.An Indian society of the Labrador

Peninsula,eastern Canada,the Montagnais-Naskapilive
on trapping,trading,hunting,gatheringand seasonal employment.
Nubians. Before the completion of the Aswan High Dam in
UpperEgypt in the 1960s, the Nubianpeople lived in traditional farming villages along the Nile River, though
many of the men had to leave for periodsof time to work
in cities to the north.
Paliyan. A gatheringpeople who live in a range of hills at
the southernend of the WesternGhats of India.
Semai. The Semai, people of the mountainous Malay
Peninsula,live (or formerlylived) primarilyon theirhunting, fishing, gathering,and swidden agriculture.
Tahitians.Residents of the Society Islands, part of French
Polynesia in the central Pacific, live off their gardening,
fishing, tradeand business pursuits.
Temiar.The Temiar,primarilyagriculturalpeoples who do
some huntingand gathering,live in permanentvillages in
longhouses built, in the past, for defense from the Malay
slave raiding.
Toraja. Several hundredthousand Toraja, most of whom
have convertedto Christianity,live primarilyby farming
in the mountainsof South Sulawesi, in Indonesia.
Tristan Islanders. A small population of mixed European
and eitherAfricanor SouthEast Asian ancestrywho have
lived on the isolated island of Tristanda Cunha,a British
dependency in the South Atlantic, since the early nineteenth century. These people have traditionallyengaged
in fishing, gathering, and agriculture,though in recent
decades they have also had cash income from a fishing
factory and tourists.
Yanadi.Several hundredthousandYanadilive mostly in the
easterncoastal areasof India,where they engage in gathering, work for wages, and subsistence hunting.
Zapotec. While the Zapotec, an indigenous agricultural
people of Oaxaca State, southernMexico, may not be exceptionally peaceful, a few highly nonviolent communities not too far from the city of Oaxaca have been studied
by a succession of social scientists.
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